The Right to Public Opinion & Resolution
“To establish within such an electronic system, a convenient and secure method for all
voting-age to contribute one personal or group resolution toward a domestic concern of
the country, including pending Bills and Resolutions sitting before both houses of
Congress. Such resolutions will be subject to public scrutiny and competition with others
at hand, ultimately decided upon by popular selection. The Top Three resolutions, in
order, will be publicly presented to, and acknowledged by, both houses of Congress, and
the President of the United States accordingly.”
It is illogical to face the present only as an object of enjoyment or tolerance, and neglect
to use it as an opportunity to create the future.
America has witnessed urgency before. Simply lend an ear to a passing generation. Yet
our culture is one that discards its elderly. This is not wise! All minds are important,
regardless of age or disability, unique and monolithic, in Good Energy and Direction.
We must each participate and cooperate toward resolution before our country has the
right to call itself “United.”
Any voting-age citizen or group of voting-age citizens who contribute toward pending
Bills or Resolutions sitting before both houses Congress, will be entitled to proportionate
financial reward and public acknowledgement, if the citizen(s) so choose(s).
Subsequently, a formal Public Forum must be established to provide a secure and
convenient method for all voting-age citizens to:
1. Contribute one confidential vote per bill or resolution sitting before a house of
Congress.
2. Receive one week per resolution to review pertinent information before casting
their vote.
3. Have the equal right to submit one personal or group resolution to Public Forum,
subject to public scrutiny and competition, and ultimately championed upon by
popular vote.
4. The Top Three resolutions of any category, in popular order, will be publicly
acknowledged by both houses of Congress, and publicly presented to President of
the United States.

